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CARRIDA Technologies GmbH

10 Hedgerow Drive
Hudson, NH 03051
603.598.2588
etoth@vision-components.com
vision-components.com/en

CARRIDA Technologies GmbH is your partner for ALPR solution.

Simple Mission: Detect all cars and read all license plates
The basis to achieve our goal is the CARRIDA software engine. It is based on modern AI technology and one of world’s best recognition software suite. It is designed for all kinds of ALPR/ANPR applications.

CARRIDA Software Engine—A powerful OEM library
Our software engine is easy to integrate into existing security and surveillance ITS applications. It is fully hardware independent and runs on Windows and Linux PCs and advanced RISC machine (ARM) architectures on Linux and Android. A very fast processing speed of typically 15-20ms per frame enables the reading of license plates from vehicles traveling up to 240km/h (150mph).

Probably the world’s smallest OEM stand-alone ALPR/ANPR camera solution
With our intelligent cameras we can offer you one of the smallest standalone ALPR/ANPR camera solutions in the world. We combine our software engine with an intelligent camera. Therefore, we can process the collected data stand-alone within the camera itself.

Detect and read vehicle license plates and car models
Adding Make and Model recognition to your ALPR/ANPR solution results in higher recognition accuracy for a higher security level. This can be archived with the positive match between the car and its license plate. Smart parking or access control solutions can be successfully mastered by the system.

DoorKing, Inc.

BOOTH 445
120 S. Glasgow Avenue
Inglewood, CA 90301
800.826.7493
doorking.com

Keypads, card readers, high security RFID and automatic vehicle identification systems are just a few of the access control products offered by DoorKing. Complementing our AVID systems are hanging tags, license plate tags and windshield/ headlight tags. We also offer cellular connected cloud programming for our access systems.

MEYPAR USA CORP

BOOTH 343
21755 I-45, Building 11, Suite D
Spring, TX 77388
346.220.4619
info@meypar-usa.com
meypar-usa.com

MeyparUSA, is an innovative Parking Access and Revenue Control Systems manufacturer, providing complete solutions tailored to your needs, with local installation, support, and service. We offer automated solutions for every kind of facility imaginable. We manufacture all our hardware, and design and implement all our software, including our on-cloud solution, Nexus.

Dealer Inquiries Invited!

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*
Parkonect is the next generation of parking technology. With multiple contactless options, our cloud-born platform works with any parking facility, of any size. From our full PARCS to our plug-and-play IoT add-on readers, our solution has practically no moving parts and is virtually maintenance-free. With our real-time, built-in BI tools and analytics, Parkonect is specifically designed to strategically maximize profitability and asset valuation, while being agile to changing market conditions.

Gen2 is Parkonect’s latest IoT full PARCS platform, advancing our industry-leading QR-code based cloud solution to meet a broader parking audience. Our Gen2 terminals come with a massive 16” interactive touchscreen, enabling dynamically driven rates. Coupled with multiple contactless solutions such as Text2Enter, mobile POF (ParkingCashier.com), LPR, Bluetooth, AVI and over 85 “out of the box” API integrations with third-party channels, Gen2 gives you the power and flexibility needed in the new, touchless world of mobility.

Knowing the customer journey varies by facility; Parkonect provides unique, customer-centric digital products that can be tailored to your specific needs. And, because our parking platform continually evolves through instant cloud and over-the-air updates, we’re always adding new features and functionality to make sure you’re never stuck in the past.

Altogether, Parkonect is much more than just hardware and software! Parkonect equips our customers with meaningful and actionable information needed to make real-time, strategic decisions that drive profitability, all while giving your customers the experience they expect in today’s technology connected world.
ParkMobile
BOOTH 401
1100 Spring Street NW, Suite 200
Atlanta, GA 30309
770.818.9036
demo@parkmobile.io
ParkMobile.io

ParkMobile, LLC is the leading provider of smart parking and mobility solutions in North America, helping more than 25 million people easily find, reserve, and pay for parking from their mobile devices. The company's technology is used in 500+ cities, including 8 of the top 10, as well as college campuses, airports, and stadiums.

SKIDATA
BOOTH 501
16600 Sherman Way, #150
Van Nuys, CA 91406
800.246.6662
us.insidesales@skidata.com
skidata.com

SKIDATA is an international leader in the field of access solutions and management in ski resorts, stadiums, airports, shopping malls, cities and amusement parks. SKIDATA Group (www.skidata.com) solutions is part of the Kudelski Group, a publicly traded (SIX: KUD.S) worldwide leader in digital business enablement technologies that encompass digital content security, public access, cybersecurity, and IoT.

T2 Systems
BOOTH 542
8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 700
Indianapolis, IN 46240
317.524.7426
SMcGowan@t2systems.com
t2systems.com

For universities, large healthcare facilities, and municipalities who want to achieve operational excellence with a proven enterprise management platform, the reliable T2 PARCS solution helps control access and generate revenue. T2 PARCS is powered by T2 Flex, the parking industry’s original and premier hosted parking management software.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*
Ensuring parking enclosures remain safe, secure, and readily accessible for approved entry presents challenges as varied as the facilities as they support. As a market leader in Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI) systems, TransCore’s broad portfolio of radio frequency identification (RFID) tags and readers addresses the full spectrum of access control challenges. TransCore’s RFID-based access control systems increase security, reduce delays at the gate, improve the overall customer experience, interface seamlessly with existing back-office operations to help improve revenue control, and enable parking administrators to more easily manage facilities and support their customers.

**Patron Security**

Parking patrons appreciate the added security of RFID-based access because it eliminates the need to stop at a facility entrance, roll down the window, swipe a card, or take a ticket. RFID-based access offers patrons a truly hands-free experience.

**Based in the U.S.**

TransCore is based in the United States and provides the convenience and security of interoperable, hands- and battery-free technology. In fact, TransCore’s multiprotocol readers can be programmed for use at participating airports, toll roads, and even sports facilities and stadiums to provide convenient, efficient access, which can help minimize the stop-and-go associated with traditional parking facilities. By enabling automatic access, carbon emissions have been shown to decrease due to reduced vehicle idling.

TransCore developed the transportation industry’s first RFID applications in the 1980s at Los Alamos National Labs. Since then, the company has deployed more than 100 million tags and over 101,000 readers worldwide.

Visit us at www.transcore.com

---

**TIBA Parking Systems**

**BOOTH 517**

2228 Citygate Drive
Columbus, OH 43219
866.901.8883
chris.archer@tibaparking.com
tibaparking.com

TIBA Parking Systems, part of the FAAC Group, is committed to an “Engaged Parking Experience” through delivering superior products, providing the most configurable solutions, and first-rate customer success. TIBA’s flexible cloud architecture enables parking operators to leverage new technology and trends to unlock revenue opportunity.

Visit www.tibaparking.com to learn more.

**ZipBy**

**BOOTH 407**

800 Hindry Avenue, Unit A
Inglewood, CA 90301
321.231.0728
brooks.ellis@zipby.company
zipby.us

ZipBy utilizes a patented Bluetooth process to enable access with certifiably impeccable accuracy through parking gates, building doors, elevators, and transit fare systems without the need for the driver to touch any piece of equipment, including your mobile device. It is a fully-integrated, all-inclusive, contactless Access and Revenue Control Solution.
IntegraPark
BOOTH 417
11523 Sagelink Drive
Houston, TX 77089
888.852.9993
sales@integrapark.com
integrapark.com

IntegraPark is the leading provider of accounting and operations management software to the parking industry. Our products include the most widely used monthly parker billing system and automation of garage revenue posting to the general ledger.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

Amano McGann
BOOTH 539
2699 Patton Road
Roseville, MN 55113
612.331.2020
marketing@amanomcgann.com
www.AmanoMcGann.com

Amano McGann delivers powerful solutions that offer the utmost in customer convenience utilizing the latest in wave technology, frictionless access, and mobile and NFC payments. Pair this with robust revenue and access control, the most comprehensive reporting engines in the industry, and coast-to-coast coverage for unmatched PARCS management.

ParksolUSA
BOOTH 623/625
7735 E Gelding Drive
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
800.935.7415
oshloush@parksolusa.com
parksolusa.com

ParksolUSA specializes in parking space detection and inventory management using the most advanced systems available. By utilizing our sensor-based system, video analytics, and state-of-the-art cameras, we’re able to cover the entire spectrum of space management and wayfinding needs. We provide innovative solutions for any type of parking lot or garage.

WPS
BOOTH 511
7524 Standish Place, Suite 150
Rockville, MD 20855
301.258.9292 ext. 213
michael.lapidus@wps-us.com
wpsparkingsolutions.com

WPS is a specialist in innovative cloud-based parking management solutions. We are focused on practical innovations and integrated technologies connecting to the larger PARCS ecosystem which provides our clients with smart, reliable and future-proof parking solutions designed for the ever-changing requirements of today’s and tomorrow’s connected world.
DESIGNA US

BOOTH 301

777 Oakmont Lane, Suite 2000
Westmont, IL 60559
888.262.9706
Steve.gorski@designa.com
us.designa.com

Your job just got easier and more profitable, with DESIGNA Parking Management Systems.

How do you deliver the best customer experience for your parkers and improve your profitability? Achieving these goals is our driving force and we have a proven track record of exceeding expectations. Everything starts with your customers, understanding their needs, the requirements of the marketplace, and new technology that brings additional value.

We are proud to provide state-of-the-art, reliable and scalable technology based on comprehensive parking management solutions. Our Parking-as-a-Service offers both software and devices on a monthly subscription, for the industry’s best future-proof parking management solution.

We are global market leaders in all vertical markets, from the most complex application to single installations.

We are proud to have developed new parking systems for more than 200 airports worldwide, including the four airports of the Port Authority of New York & New Jersey, Denver International Airport, Miami International, Frankfurt Airport and Charlotte Douglas International. We also provide state-of-the-art parking solutions for numerous hospitals, and we work with many municipalities to create value-added parking solutions for their cities and towns. Our integrated solutions consist of software, hardware and service components.

We continue to be the market leader in the digitalization of parking management systems. DESIGNA has been providing secure cloud-based management systems since 2009, which gives us over a decade of experience in digitalization. With a large network of partners and subsidiaries in 60 countries, DESIGNA is one of the world’s leading providers of fully automated parking systems.

DESIGNA has leveraged the new possibilities of digitalization in our NEXT Solution – a scalable, cloud-based system that provides a world-class, robust, state-of-the-art parking management system at a lower cost. The modular system lets you easily add new extensions, capabilities and features as needed, such as pre-booking, dynamic pricing, dynamic analytics, mobile ticket payment, web validations or connectivity.

We will help you achieve your goals smarter, faster and more profitably. It’s as easy as navigating through your smartphone.

To learn more: us.designa.com
**SKIDATA**

**BOOTH 501**

16600 Sherman Way, #150
Van Nuys, CA 91406
800.246.6662
us.insidesales@skidata.com
skidata.com

We change the world of welcoming people

SKIDATA is an international leader in the field of access solutions and management in ski resorts, stadiums, airports, shopping malls, cities and amusement parks. We provide secure and reliable access and entry control for people and vehicles.

The end customer’s behavior is the intrinsic driver of our innovations. That’s why we literally take the driver’s seat: What is important for the end customers? What is convenient for them? Everybody wants to feel welcome. Everybody wants transactions to be convenient. And everybody wants to feel safe. And that’s why we keep on thinking ahead about which services contribute to improve the customer convenience and about how digitalization can make things easier for the end customer.

To stay true to SKIDATA’s core value of exceeding their customers’ needs, our purpose is: “We change the world of welcoming people”. This serves as a promise to turn access into a warm welcome while fulfilling end-customers’ essential need for convenience and safety in all situations.

SKIDATA Group (www.skidata.com) solutions is part of the Kudelski Group, a publicly traded (SIX: KUD.S) worldwide leader in digital business enablement technologies that encompass digital content security, public access, cybersecurity, and IoT.

---

**Magnetic Autocontrol**

**BOOTH 438**

3160 Murrell Road
Rockledge, FL 32955
321.635.8585
info@magnetic-usa.com
magnetic-access.com/usa

Magnetic Autocontrol, a wholly owned subsidiary of the FAAC Group, is a leader in the parking and security field for providing quality solutions for pedestrian and traffic control. We offer locally manufactured products that are designed, engineered, manufactured, and installed specific for your application, while being supported with our proven service.
The Housing Company was founded in 2001 by Steve Hale and Doug Cram because of what Steve and Doug perceived to be a major problem in the Gated Entry, Parking Controls and Perimeter Security industries. That major problem was simple: the only housings for mounting card readers, intercom stations and cameras; and for the containment of wireless transmission devices, were made of metal. Metal not only inhibited the performance of RF devices, it also becomes dented, rusty and requires painting and other maintenance. This was the impetus that birthed The Housing Company, whose core products were three different sized injection molded Lexan Polycarbonate Housings designed specifically for the afore mentioned applications. Another result of injection molded polycarbonate Housings is the ease with which the Housings can be customized using standard hand tools, a feature that has made our Housings incredibly popular with installers throughout the industries we serve. Immediately upon the creation of our line of PCH series Housings, it became obvious that there was also a need for higher quality steel, aluminum and stainless-steel gooseneck pedestals. The market was flooded with inferior foreign-made pedestals that looked cheap and didn't maintain their integrity or aesthetics for very long. So began our investment in quality mandrel bending machines (two to date) that produce the best gooseneck pedestals available emphasizing smooth ninety-degree bends. Every one of our products, including source materials, are 100% Made in the U.S.A. Stop feeding the foreign beast just to save a buck! Buy American!
IPS Group
7737 Kenamar Court
San Diego, CA 92121
877.630.6638
sales@ipsgroupinc.com
ipsgroupinc.com

The IPS Enforcement Product Suite integrates seamlessly with 3rd party systems, such as single-space and multi-space Smart Parking meters, sensors, License Plate Recognition technology, and pay-by-phone applications. Achieve peak performance at any stage of the citation lifecycle including citation issuance, processing, and delinquent collections.

T2 Systems
BOOTH 542
8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 700
Indianapolis, IN 46240
317.524.2159
Christy.Boggs@t2systems.com
t2systems.com

T2 Citation Services is a full-service, certified collection administration solution that helps parking organizations improve collection rates, maximize revenue, and create operational efficiency. T2’s suite of reliable citation and collection services includes Citation Processing, Registered Owner Retrieval, Letter Services, Payment Processing, and Collections.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

WOMEN IN PARKING
ACCELERATE CONFERENCE
SEPTEMBER 27–28, 2021
CAESARS FORUM | LAS VEGAS, NV

REGISTER NOW & SAVE
GROW YOUR CAREER & NETWORK

> Reserve your spot at NPAconvention.org
Walker Consultants delivers cost-effective and user-friendly solutions that improve mobility and access through well-designed plans, financing, operational methods, and technology.

Whether a downtown district, commercial development, event venue, airport, hospital, university campus, or one-of-a-kind unique land use, Walker creates value for clients by performing analyses and developing plans that get people where they need to go.

Our planning and operations consultants have completed hundreds of studies, conducting thousands of hours of research. We take special care to make technological and operational recommendations that are progressive, but also realistic and implementable. Our focus is on solutions that can improve the patron's experience as well our client's operational efficiency and bottom line.

We've consulted on and designed projects nationwide and around the world, developing in-depth local knowledge of geographic markets, both domestic and international.

Our 23 offices place us within two hours of every major metropolitan area in the United States.

Walker Consultants provides planning, design, engineering, forensics, facility restoration and consulting for the built environment. Our experts have been advancing industry standards since we began in 1965. We are a 100% employee-owned company that takes pride in the value we provide our clients through integrity, honesty, and excellence.

Planning and mobility consulting from industry-leading experts

Walker Consultants sets industry standards and provides innovative, research-driven solutions for airports, event venues, hospitals, municipalities, real estate developments, transit agencies, and universities.

- Curb management and monetization
- Design for and regulation of ride apps and micro-mobility
- Parking planning (including supply/demand and financial studies) and operations
- Public/private partnerships and revenue enhancements
- Transportation demand management

WALKERCONSULTANTS.COM 800.860.1579
THA Consulting, Inc.
550 Township Line Road, Suite 100
Blue Bell, PA 19422
484.342.0200
info@tha-consulting.com
tha-consulting.com

THA Consulting, Inc. (Formerly known as Timothy Haahs & Associates, Inc.) (THA) is excited to announce the rebranding with new leadership! This rebranding reflects the evolution and growth of our firm, as well as our continued commitment to delivering creative, innovative parking solutions while providing exceptional client services.

THA is a multi-disciplined engineering, architectural, and mobility consulting firm. We specialize in planning—master planning for campuses, urban and high-density areas, and transit-related projects—and providing design services for parking and mixed-use buildings. THA understands the important role parking plays in development. Our approach to master planning high density and urban areas is to integrate the parking solution with a unique perspective to our clients and the pedestrian experience—creating active and vibrant “people places,” that are tailored to their environment. The team begins every engagement with the end in mind and with the approach to achieve a lasting positive impact. Our architectural and engineering design expertise rests in our ability to plan and design structures that contain a significant parking component. This specialization creates value for our clients through our considerable project experience and practical knowledge of this unique project type.

THA stands by the Mission Statement, “We exist to help those in need,” and our core values permeate everything that we do. We are committed to providing our clients with the highest level of service and will always go the “extra mile” to ensure our client’s expectations are not only met but exceeded.

WALTER P MOORE
1301 McKinney, Suite 1100
Houston, TX 77010
800.364.7300
parking@walterpmoore.com
walterpmoore.com

Walter P Moore is committed to creating synergy between our team and the owner to deliver facilities that function well, operate with ease, and provide a positive return on investment.

Our team is known for design innovation by leveraging technology to provide creative solutions to complex parking and mobility challenges.

Our team focuses on tailoring designs to the site as well as keeping the needs of the client and users in mind.

Our experts engage in a collaborative planning process to deliver creative and complete mobility solutions that assist clients in providing a premium experience.

Our diverse, hands-on operational experience of parking facilities merged with leading software technology allows us to provide clients with the most appropriate and cost-effective parking solutions to fit their needs.

We develop clear, concise, and user-friendly custom signage systems to efficiently guide vehicles and pedestrians through the parking facility.

Additionally, we leverage cutting-edge technology such as parking guidance systems to increase the utilization and efficiency of a parking facility, maximizing our client’s return on investment.

Walter P Moore’s vast design and hands-on parking operations experience equips us with the knowledge to deliver a fully integrated parking and mobility solution designed to fit within the fabric of the community and delivered within budget and on time.
Parking Pro Full Library

This complete library of resources gives you everything you need to run a successful parking operation.

10 NPA publications at a 30% savings.

Bonus: Get NPA’s 2 eBooks FREE! $50 value.

NPA Member Price $404.50
Nonmember Price $566.90 Plus shipping & handling.

- BOOKSTORE SPECIAL -
WeAreParking.org/Bookstore

Toledo Ticket Technologies
BOOTH 300
3963 Catawba Street, PO Box 6876
Toledo, OH 43612
419.476.5424 / 800.533.6620
tcarter@toledoticket.com
toledoticket.com

Toledo Ticket Technologies is the first Hybrid Ticketing Solutions Provider in the Parking Industry; producing both PRINTED PRODUCTS; including machine and hand-issued tickets, tags, decals and much more on virtually all substrates, including utilizing embedded technologies like HID/RFID/NFC and CLOUD-BASED ELECTRONIC TICKETING PLATFORMS for use in Revenue-Controlled, Secure-Access parking/payment applications.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

Rytec
BOOTH 429
One Cedar Parkway
Jackson, WI 53037
262.677.6116
slange@rytecdoors.com
rytecdoors.com

Leading the Way in High-Performance Doors

For over 35 years, Rytec has been focused exclusively on design, innovation and manufacturing of high-performance doors. Market-leading parking facilities, as well as companies across a variety of industries, rely on Rytec for outstanding quality, performance and reliability.

With over 100,000 doors in operation, our doors provide security, safety and energy savings and require only minimal maintenance. We offer our customers the highest value and day in, day out performance, as well as the support, knowledge and expertise of dedicated employees, authorized dealers and trained installers throughout North America.

Residential buildings, office buildings, professional facilities—even entire cities—can benefit from the installation of Rytec high-performance, high-speed doors. Maintaining traffic security, control and efficiency are critical aspects of any successful parking operation. Our high-performance doors allow quick and controlled movement throughout facilities and commercial buildings so everyone can get to where they need to be faster and more safely. There are many advantages to choosing Rytec, not the least of which is sustaining staff and customer security while increasing productivity—along with the benefit of minimal maintenance.

ARS | EVinmotion Services is an established, nationwide service organization with more than 30-years’ experience in providing reliable and quality service to customers in a variety of industries. We at EVinmotion are committed to provide YOU, our customer, the highest on site professionally managed tech solutions to the daily challenges you face. We handle your EV Charging station needs from site survey, electrical work, charging station install, and the proper EV signage for the parking spots, along with full maintenance service after the install. With EVinmotion you get:

“From Concept To CHARGE!”

We handle your EV Charging station needs:
- Site survey
- Electrical work
- Charging station installs
- Proper EV signage for the parking spots
- Full maintenance service after the install

Don’t be left behind on the Electric Vehicle growth curve
Have you wondered why the hotel parking lot across the street seemingly has more cars than your parking lot? A factor that increasingly is being considered by potential hotel guests is the accessibility to an Electric Vehicle Charging station.

EVinmotion, through ARS Services LLC, provides entire turnkey solutions for your charging station needs. From installation of charging stations and signage, site monitoring and reporting, to maintenance and support, we take care of all your electric charging station needs, from concept to charge and beyond. Our Maintenance program ensures your new EV stations will be operational and managed 24/7. We will remotely monitor the health of your stations, notify the location of any issues, and dispatch maintenance crews for troubleshooting.
DoorKing®, Inc. (we are also known as DKS®) was established in 1948 and is one of the country’s leading manufacturers of parking control products, vehicular gate operators and access control systems.

**Parking Gate Operators & Access Control**
DKS Parking Barrier Gate Operators are designed for all types of applications; from gated communities and parking garages to hospitals and private industry, they can be customized to meet your specific application requirements. With arm options up to 27 feet in length, DK Barrier gate operators can meet any lane width requirement. These operators feature advanced electronics such as magnetic limits, UP input memory buffer, Multiple UP command memory, and DOWN memory options. Lighted arms, break-away arm options and pedestrian sensing systems further enhance the versatility of these operators. For areas requiring a higher degree of traffic control, such as airports, military installations, border crossings, industrial sites, seaports, infrastructure facilities (chemical, electrical, water treatment plants, etc.); the add-on lane barrier option provides a formidable barrier without the added expense of bollards, wedges or crash beams.

**Made in USA**
DoorKing designs, engineers and manufactures their parking gate operator products in Inglewood, CA. Local manufacturing, including solid-state circuit boards, allows DoorKing to easily and quickly adapt the product, and make changes when necessary, to meet specific application requirements.

---

**Alliant Insurance Services Inc.**

**BOOTH 304**

325 E Hillcrest Drive, Suite 250
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
866.805.7275
kphillips@alliant.com
alliant.com/Parking

For more than 30 years, our specialty insurance program has met the unique needs of parking companies on a nationwide basis. Carriers are rated A XV. All lines of insurance written. In addition, Risk Management, Loss Control, Human Resources, and Claims Management services are available.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

*AFFINITY PARTNER*

---

**- BOOKSTORE SPECIAL -**

WeAreParking.org/Bookstore

**Planning & Design Pack**
This reference pack contains the principle publications necessary for parking consultants, engineers, architects and planners.

Get these 7 vital publications and save 25%.

**NPA Member Price $324.67**
**Nonmember Price $449.92**

Plus shipping & handling.
When you partner with EiKO, you’re partnering with a dedicated resource to make lighting easy.

About Us
EiKO is your leader in the Retrofit and Renovation lighting market, supplying a broad portfolio of Parking Garage lighting products, including intelligent fixtures controls, value engineered LED fixtures and lamps while delivering best-in-class service.

Suite of Services
What sets EiKO apart from the competition? We are dedicated to our distribution partners, offering a value-added Suite of Services including lighting layout, utility rebate tracker, ROI calculator, product search and cross, in-house fixture modification program, and industry-leading warranties. We are driven to make the business of lighting easy—including our new controls ecosystem AGILITY.

The AGILITY Controls EcoSystem
AGILITY, EiKO’s controls ecosystem, offers high value, flexible controls solutions focused on application-based segmentation. AGILITY encompasses all of our controls capabilities—fixtures, devices, software—coupled with key partnerships, allowing advanced lighting control to become an easy choice with easy implementation. AGILITY is how EiKO makes controls strategies customizable and adaptable.

eLuminaire

eLuminaire
BOOTH 347
180 East Selandia Lane
Carson, CA 90746
216.313.0422
rracey@eluminaire.com
eluminaire.com

eLuminaire’s customer service focus and experienced team provide you with decades of experience, innovation, multiple patents, in-house design, engineering, 100% operational testing, and manufacturing delivering the highest quality, best performing LED fixtures with speed-to-market for both standard and customized products and competitively priced.

YOUR CAREER. YOUR TEAM.
The Certified Parking Professional® program is the parking industry’s most respected training course. Advance your own career and/or invest in your team.

“I see it as a great professional development tool, for my team and it is a good way to engage with my managers and supervisors and demonstrates our investment in their careers.”

Chris Hankins, CPP
Vice President
Colonial Parking, Inc.
Chair
NPA Certification Advisory Board

WeAreParking.org/CPP
Our lights are everywhere you park!
LSI is a leading producer of high-performance, American-made lighting solutions for parking applications.
From municipal parking facilities to office building and factory parking lots, our outdoor area lights and parking garage luminaires are everywhere you park!
For more than 40 years, our fixtures have been illuminating parking facilities all across the United States.

Our energy-efficient, low maintenance LED parking luminaires help customers enhance safety, reduce energy costs and comply with applicable lighting codes and ordinances.
In addition, we offer wireless lighting control systems that create exceptional benefits for parking facility owners and managers.
For example, our AirLink Blue wireless outdoor lighting control system uses photocontrols and motion sensors to reduce energy consumption and comply with various energy regulations, including California’s Title 24 energy conservation requirements.
As lighting projects are developed, our Technical Services Team will use photometric design tools to develop ultra-realistic models to show you exactly how light from your fixtures will meet your needs, as well as eliminate any concerns regarding light pollution.
Learn more at www.lsicorp.com.

• Area lights and poles
• Garage canopy lights
• Architectural and decorative lighting
• Stairwell fixtures
• Wall mounted luminaires
• Pedestrian walkway lighting
• Vaportite fixtures
• Exit lighting
• Bollards
• Wireless control systems
Parking is an important source of revenue for many cities, universities and public facilities. Parking operations managers are constantly challenged with increasing revenue, making sure all revenue collected is accounted for, increasing productivity, ensuring accountability managing, tracking collection time, data and location, and more.

What if it were possible to gain “operational intelligence” on day-to-day collection activities? How much more efficient could your parking operations be if you knew who was opening what meters and when? How much revenue loss could be prevented? What if it could be achieved simply by replacing outdated and unsecure mechanical locks?

Medeco, an ASSA ABLOY Group company, is the industry leader in high security locking systems. Medeco's Intelligent Locking Systems featuring the Nexgen Intelligent Key System, provide access control, monitoring and scheduling. The Nexgen System is made up of three elements: Nexgen electronic locks, Nexgen2 programmable keys, and web-based system management software. These elements work together to provide increased accountability and efficient route management for parking meters, collection equipment and more.

The lock itself is plug-and-play. All power comes from the key, so there is no hardwiring. Simply remove the mechanical lock and replace it with a Nexgen electronic lock.

More than just a way to protect property and revenue, Nexgen is a business tool that can lead to a substantial return on investment.

Flowbird operates in over 5,000 cities in 70 countries. Its mission is to facilitate the individual journey and maximize a city's unique mobility potential, while considering all end-user experiences. Through its devices and elite service platforms, Flowbird enables a new era for maximizing urban harmony and value throughout the city's core.
**Passport**

**BOOTH 325/327**

128 South Tryon Street, Suite 2200
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.837.8066
sales@passportinc.com
passportinc.com

With Passport, parking operators can increase efficiency and compliance, today and tomorrow. Passport offers the only end-to-end, digital platform for managing mobile pay parking, digital enforcement, permitting and micro-mobility. Trusted by more than 1,200 cities, universities and agencies, including Chicago, Toronto, Los Angeles, and Miami.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

---

**Oobeo, Inc.**

**BOOTH 300**

3963 Catawba Street, PO Box 6876
Toledo, OH 43612
419.450.8099 / 800.533.6620
mtcarter@toledoticket.com
oobeo.com

Oobeo offers a cloud-based, easy to use, parking management software. With solutions for valet, self-park, and monthly permits, Oobeo offers an all-in-one lower cost alternative. With minimal capital investment, our app-less solution can be up and running in just a few days. Streamline your operations and start increasing revenue today.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

---

**PayByPhone**

**BOOTH 316**

48 Wall Street, Suite 1100
New York, NY 10005
604.642.4286
Sales@paybyphone.com
paybyphone.com

PayByPhone leverages decades of experience in mobile payments for parking to enable municipalities, universities and private lot operators to deliver a better parking experience.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

---

**T2 Systems**

**BOOTH 542**

8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 700
Indianapolis, IN 46240
778.375.6009
Aimee.Cook@t2systems.com
t2systems.com

T2 MobilePay, powered by TEXT2PARK, is a mobile payment solution that provides parkers a simple and convenient way to pay for parking on their smartphones while empowering parking operations to take back control of their payments and own their customers, brand, data, and revenue.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*
PayByPhone is one of the fastest growing mobile payment companies in the world, processing over 125 million transactions annually, totaling more than $550 million USD in payments, with over 40 million registered users.

Through the company’s mobile web, smartphone and smartwatch applications, PayByPhone helps millions of consumers easily and securely pay for parking without the hassles of waiting in line, having to carry change or risking costly fines.

A subsidiary of Volkswagen Financial Services AG, PayByPhone is leading the way in the creation of the mobile future.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*
TEZ Technology
BOOTH 506
5000 Legacy Drive, Suite 360
Plano, TX 75024
866.366.8391
salesinfo@tezhq.com
teztechnology.com

TEZ is a pioneering software developer that creates cloud-based, app-free mobile solutions to enhance end-user customer experiences in the parking industry. With mobile payment solutions for valet, self-park and monthly permit parking, we help operators and owners speed up service and streamline operations, generating more revenue.

Conure
BOOTH 424/426
6465 E Johns Crossing, Suite 110
Duluth, GA 30097
949.466.9173
hemant.nadgir@conurets.com
conurets.com

Conure’s cutting-edge IoT-based ParkSmart is an affordable, accurate, easy to deploy smart parking guidance and enforcement solution. ParkSmart offers unique Parking Guidance Solution-As-A-Service model that provides cities, communities, and organizations peace of mind of having real-time smart sensing parking occupancy information without the hassle of owning or maintaining the infrastructure.

WALTER P MOORE
1301 McKinney, Suite 1100
Houston, TX 77010
800.364.7300
parking@walterpmoore.com
walterpmoore.com

Mobility is about connecting people and places. It requires a broad knowledge of existing modes of transportation; how they interact with one another and surrounding land uses.

Walter P Moore applies a holistic approach by assessing all transportation options to address current mobility challenges while providing innovative and cost-effective solutions.

ECO Parking Technologies
BOOTH 312
8001 Castleway Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46250
866.897.1234
info@ecoparkingtech.com
ecoparkingtech.com

Domestic Parking Guidance System and Lighting manufacturer plus turnkey solutions provider.

Falcon Vision camera-based parking guidance technology fully integrated with ECO Edge industry leading low glare, highest efficacy luminaires, provides unparalleled value with rich features.

Private and secure mesh Wi-Fi network enables IoT and cloud native technologies with Edge processing.
**IPsens**  
BOOTH 504  
500 West Main Street, Suite 303  
Branson, MO 65616  
888.705.1196  
teresa.whorton@ipsens.net  
ipsens.net

IPsens is a premier Parking Guidance Solutions Provider dedicated to Making Parking Friendly. Solutions are scalable and are uniquely designed to fit specific requirements in a wide variety of parking operations with easy data sharing through its open IP architecture.

**Indect**  
BOOTH 435/437  
14 Inverness Drive, Suite H-140  
Denver, CO 80122  
615.879.2202  
s.evans@indectusa.com  
indect.com

INDECT is the leading provider of fully automated parking guidance systems. INDECT’s systems—which include the most advanced parking space sensors, signage and software—offer drivers a safer, more convenient parking experience while helping garage owners operate their parking assets more efficiently and profitably through industry-leading data management technology.

**Signal-Tech**  
BOOTH 530  
4985 Pittsburgh Avenue  
Erie, PA 16509  
814.835.3000  
sales@signal-tech.com  
signal-tech.com

Signal-Tech is a U.S. manufacturer of LED signs and signals. We offer a complete line of LED directional parking signs, pedestrian warning signs, clearance bars, space available monument signs and our RedStorm™ Parking Guidance System with reporting software.

**WALTER P MOORE**  
1301 McKinney, Suite 1100  
Houston, TX 77010  
800.364.7300  
parking@walterpmoore.com  
walterpmoore.com

Walter P Moore provides technology-driven, integrated functional design services for all types of parking facilities. Our approach is simple: align the design with the facility’s operations and security goals. Our philosophy integrates parking expertise with engineering excellence to provide tailored parking and mobility solutions to fit our client’s needs.
TKH Security specializes in the development of smart electronic security, safety, and parking guidance systems. With over 25 years of experience, we offer complete solutions for Parking Guidance, Parking Facility Management, Security Management, Access Control, Video Management, Intrusion Detection, Intercom, Surveillance, and Asset & Site Management. We are always looking for innovative solutions for the market with a focus on creative, flexible and open architecture integration. Recently merging with seven companies (Park Assist, ParkEyes, Aasset Security, Flexsposure, Key Processor, Siqura, and VDG) TKH Security has a strong position in North America, Australia, Europe, and multiple offices all over the world. TKH Security is a member of TKH Group NV, a $1.8 billion publicly traded company headquartered in the Netherlands. For more information, visit tkhsecurity.com.

Unparalleled data mining down to the bay level.
Maximized ops control with data-driven insights.
Elevating CX through intelligent infrastructure.

The innovation hub for next-generation parking.

Our pioneering smart-sensing parking guidance system (PGS) continues to anticipate the future with additional beyond-guidance technologies. Already proven in hundreds of successful installations worldwide, it’s the only PGS to seriously consider. Find out why. +1 203-220-6544 tkhsecurity.com
**FlashParking**

**BOOTH 317**

3801 S Capital of Texas Highway  
Suite 250  
Austin, TX 78704  
800.213.3706  
sales@flashparking.com  
flashparking.com

*Powering the Future of Mobility, Today*

FLASH and Arrive have partnered to create an end-to-end digital platform to address new consumer behaviors and growing fragmentation in the mobility landscape. Combining FLASH’s parking operation OS with Arrive’s demand network, your asset will be in front of a customer every time they are making a mobility decision.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

---

**SpotHero**

**BOOTH 500**

125 S Clark Street, Suite 1300  
Chicago, IL 60603  
312.566.7768  
SellerSupport@spothero.com  
spothero.com

SpotHero operates the largest marketplace to buy and sell off-street parking in North America. Millions of drivers use SpotHero’s mobile app and website to access parking in 300+ cities, and thousands of parking facilities leverage SpotHero IQ, an AI-powered dynamic pricing platform that powers data-driven pricing decisions.

More at SpotHero.com/sell-parking.

---

**T2 Systems**

**BOOTH 542**

8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 700  
Indianapolis, IN 46240  
317.524.7429  
SSheeran@t2systems.com  
t2systems.com

T2 Flex is the parking industry’s original and premier hosted parking management software. Flex is highly configurable, flexible, and expandable, bringing parking permitting and enforcement to life. Flex can be tailored to meet an organization’s unique requirements and has the flexibility to adapt to future operational needs.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

---

**Business Success Bundle**

These business resources are essential for even the most seasoned parking professional.

Get all 6 key publications and save 25%.

NPA Member Price $164.86  
Nonmember Price $236.11  
Plus shipping & handling.
TEZ Technology
BOOTH 506
5000 Legacy Drive, Suite 360
Plano, TX 75024
866.366.8391
salesinfo@tezhq.com
teztechnology.com

TEZ is a pioneering software developer that creates cloud-based, app-free mobile solutions to enhance end-user customer experiences in the parking and hospitality industry. By digitizing service, we transform how operators and owners interact with guests. Our solutions unlock new sources of revenue, streamline your operations and delight customers—no matter where they are.

The TEZ Technology suite of solutions includes:
- SMS Valet®
  App-Free, contactless and ticketless valet software
- TEXT2PARK®
  App-Free, text-in, mobile payment platform for self-park

PERMIT2PARK™
The Most Technology-Forward, Comprehensive Monthly Parking Administration Solution
Target Ad Network™
Messaging and ad network that is integrated into TEZ parking platforms

Learn more at www.teztechnology.com or call 866.366.8391 to speak with a TEZ expert.

Marlyn Group
BOOTH 629
PO Box 1294
Twinsburg, OH 44087
800.825.6310
vpero@marlyngroupllc.com
marlyngroupllc.com

Developed in partnership with six parking organizations across the country, Zephire is the only monthly parking solution built by a collection of parking experts who have a wealth of experience when it comes to delivering monthly parking, maximizing revenue and driving back-office efficiency. Zephire’s innovative technology and cutting-edge features enable your people to automate monthly parking access and billing workflows so you can maximize revenues and delight your clients.

Zephire is comprised of three cloud-based portals that provide:
- individual customers contactless account set-up and maintenance through PARCS integration,
- operators’ corporate team the ability to gain efficiency, leverage data and offer flexibility with parking and pricing, and
- tenant lease/group account administrators’ complete freedom to manage their own group parkers, based on your parameters.

Marlyn Group has aligned with five leading PARCS providers to integrate our solution at the lot, so monthly parker access, key metric reporting, and all transactions are captured in real-time, improving accuracy, customer service and bottom-line performance.

With our comprehensive parking expertise at work, you can leverage Zephire to achieve your monthly parking goals. Want to learn more? Go to www.marlyngroupllc.com or reach out to Vicki Pero, Principal at vpero@marlyngroupllc.com to chat further about your monthly parking challenges and how Zephire can be of help.
Oobeo, Inc.
**BOOTH 300**
3963 Catawba Street, PO Box 6876
Toledo, OH 43612
419.450.8099 / 800.533.6620
mtcarter@toledoticket.com
oobeo.com

Oobeo offers a cloud-based, easy to use, parking management software. With solutions for valet, self-park, and monthly permits, Oobeo offers an all-in-one lower cost alternative. With minimal capital investment, our app-less solution can be up and running in just a few days. Streamline your operations and start increasing revenue today.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

Parker Technology
**BOOTH 324**
212 W 10th Street, Suite B-120
Indianapolis, IN 46202
800.923.2704
getstarted@helpmeparker.com
helpmeparker.com

For parking operators with limited resources to manage intercom and inbound customer service calls, Parker Technology combines parking domain expertise, flexible software platform and professional customer service team, or your staff, to ensure customer problems are resolved efficiently. We help clients create a better customer experience, while collecting more revenue.

Hendrick Architectural
**BOOTH 408**
1 Seventh Avenue
Carbondale, PA 18407
570.267.3814
arch@hendrickcorp.com
hendrickcorp.com/architectural

Get a versatile and unique design with perforated metal for your parking garage. We manufacture custom designs for cladding and other architectural applications. Provides natural ventilation, heat and sunlight control, privacy and reduced noise and wind. Many options to choose, including corrugated and perforated imaging. LEED qualified.

WALTER P MOORE
1301 McKinney, Suite 1100
Houston, TX 77010
800.364.7300
parking@walterpmoore.com
walterpmoore.com

Parking structures are exposed to harsh conditions throughout their service life. Walter P Moore assists owners in identifying, prioritizing, and addressing ongoing maintenance and repair needs to preserve asset value, functionality, and safety. Our expertise in design, repair, and maintenance comes from a long history of parking structure projects.
AMANO McGANN

Amano McGann
BOOTH 539
2699 Patton Road
Roseville, MN 55113
612.331.2020
marketing@amanomcgann.com
www.AmanoMcGann.com

Amano McGann is your partner for powerful solutions. Whether you have a small surface lot, a sprawling municipality, or a multi-facility, multi-tenant operation, Amano McGann offers a variety of product lines to meet your needs and exceed your expectations.

Protect your investment and operate at peak profitability with the service and support of the largest parking solutions manufacturer and distributor in the United States. Amano McGann has been developing, manufacturing, selling, installing, and servicing sophisticated PARCS solutions for a wide variety of businesses throughout North America for over 40 years. Amano McGann and our distribution network represent a powerful resource for your facility with 20 branch offices and an extensive dealer network for timely, professional, factory-trained service.

Created by a passionate team of parking professionals, Amano McGann offers robust, proven solutions that are modular and scalable. We also work with a variety of third-party aggregators to create future-proof solutions that grow with your operations.

• Powerful Parking Software Solutions for Optimal Facility Management
• Complete Revenue and Access Control for Off-Street Operations
• Contactless Solutions for a Safe, Touch-Free Interface
• Online and Mobile Validations for Flexibility and Ease of Use
• First-Class Valet Solutions for Enhanced Customer Experience
• Smart Parking Solutions for On-Street Operations
• Third-Party Integrations for Expanded Customer Convenience

Amano McGann solutions are designed to drive your business forward with powerful revenue and access control, exceptional customer convenience, the most comprehensive reporting engines in the industry, and coast-to-coast coverage for unmatched PARCS management.

FlashParking
BOOTH 317
3801 S Capital of Texas Highway, Suite 250
Austin, TX 78704
800.213.3706
sales@flashparking.com
flashparking.com

Powering the Future of Mobility, Today

The ways consumers and businesses get around is constantly evolving. Technology is shaping consumer habits, and the mobility journey. Rises in behaviors like tap-to-pay, digital payments, EV car ownerships, and micro-mobility are not trends, but permanent fixtures. These new behaviors have created a new breed of modern parkers, and they demand more.

Connecting with your customers at every point of their journey begins with digitally transforming your parking asset into a networked mobility hub, powered by FLASHOS, the industry’s only Mobility Hub Operation System.

FLASH and Arrive have partnered together to create an end-to-end digital platform to address new consumer behaviors and the growing fragmentation in the mobility landscape. This means we have combined FLASH’s parking operation OS with Arrive’s demand network, so your asset gets in front of a customer every time they are making a mobility decision.

With FLASH and Arrive’s APIs, software development kits, and ecosystem of technology partners and Integrations, we customize and connect your mobility hub, so that it answers your parker’s needs.

If you had the ability to offer real time visibility and optimization of your modern parker’s experience, wouldn’t you do it? With FLASH, we are committed to giving you every lever, every tool, and every data point to maximize your property's value.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*
IPS Group
7737 Kenamar Court
San Diego, CA 92121
877.630.6638
sales@ipsgroupinc.com
ipsgroupinc.com

IPS Group Inc ("IPS") offers a critical component to Smart Cities and Communities with one powerful fully integrated solution that enables 360-degree parking program management. IPS is the only provider to offer a fully integrated Smart Parking platform that provides future-proofed solutions, scalability with growing needs, and a seamless integrated experience across different parking solutions.

The IPS Smart Parking Platform covers the entire parking ecosystem from single-space, multi-space, vehicle sensors, mobile payment app and contactless payments, enforcement and permitting, all connected to a web-based data management system with real-time analytics solution. All IPS technologies are managed by secure, cloud-based systems so Smart Cities can manage their entire parking network from anywhere at any time.

The Fully Integrated Parking Management Suite includes:
• M5™ Smart Single-Space Parking Meters
• MS1™, MS3™, and MSR™ Multi-Space Pay Stations
• Pay Station Upgrade Kits
• Vehicle Detection Sensors
• PARK SMARTER™ Mobile Payment App
• In Vehicle Parking Payment
• Enforcement & Permit Management
• Citation Processing
• Centralized Data Management System with Data Analytics

IPS Smart Meters, including the M5™ Single-Space Parking Meter and the MS1™, MS3™, and MSR™ Multi-Space Pay Stations have the capability to accept contactless payments. Using a contactless card, smartphone or smartwatch app, motorists can quickly pay for parking without touching the meters.

IPS is committed to offering a comprehensive suite of parking products and services that unlock the full potential that data can have on business operations, while making the consumer experience as easy and convenient as possible.
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Oobeo, Inc.
BOOTH 300
3963 Catawba Street, PO Box 6876
Toledo, OH 43612
419.450.8099 / 800.533.6620
mtcarter@toledoticket.com
oobeo.com

Oobeo offers a cloud-based, easy to use, parking management software. With solutions for valet, self-park, and monthly permits, Oobeo offers an all-in-one lower cost alternative. With minimal capital investment, our app-less solution can be up and running in just a few days. Streamline your operations and start increasing revenue today.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

HUB Parking Technology
BOOTH 617
761 Commonwealth Drive
Warrendale, PA 15086
844.482.7275
info.us@hubparking.com
hubparking.com

HUB Parking Technology develops smart software and mobile solutions for the parking industry, manufactures and installs PARC Systems and provides pre- and after-sales services. Innovation, not only in the technology, products and services we offer, but also in developing new approaches to entrenched business practices, is a key value of HUB.

Our latest version, and highly reliable hardware product range, Jupiter, is designed for flexibility and easy serviceability, as well as having the capability for multiple ticketless options and media types, including LPR, AVI, Proximity, and “Wave For Ticket” touchless access.

Our web-based and fully cloud-ready Janus Parking Management System (JMS), allows you to manage single and multiple parking locations with an intuitive user interface, both from an office and/or remotely with a smartphone, tablet and laptop. JMS comes as a mobile app too, to guarantee 24/7 access and monitoring of your parking facilities.

The digital transformation is running at a pace that overcomes any expectation and has become the main interface and enabler of services within urban areas, constantly innovating to better integrate with daily life and improve the user experience everywhere. Mobility gets smarter and so do HUB’s mobile and digital solutions.

J4M Validation App helps operators and merchants to quickly and easily reward customers’ purchases by turning their smartphone or tablet into a powerful validation unit, thus simplifying operations.

JPass Mobile App helps both contract and transient customers find, navigate to, reserve, enter, pay, and exit parking facilities in a touchless manner with a smartphone.

HUB’s smart, mobile and digital solutions grant customers the smooth parking process that they expect, while providing operators with the tools to better control and manage their parking facility(s), plan and increase business revenue, understand clients’ demands and easily reach, inform, and communicate with them.

Parkonect
BOOTH 311
1533 Barclay Boulevard
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
312.878.1220
sales@parkonect.com
parkonect.com

Parkonect is the next generation of PARCS. With multiple contactless options, our cloud-born platform works with any sized parking facility. From full PARCS to our plug-and-play add-on systems, our IoT technology stack with real-time data, over 85 API driven integrations, and built-in analytics transforms potential into profit.
TIMES HAVE CHANGED.

YOUR PARKING, MOBILITY, AND TRANSPORTATION NEEDS HAVE TOO.

Whether you’re a large campus with tens of thousands of permitted parkers or a small municipality with a few blocks of on-street spaces, **T2 has an industry-leading suite of solutions to help you generate revenue and make every trip a smooth journey for your patrons.**

T2 Systems
BOOTH 542
8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 700
Indianapolis, IN 46240
317.524.5500
t2systems.com

T2 is the largest provider of parking and mobility solutions in North America. With over 27 years in business, T2 now serves more than 1,700 customers and maintains the largest Customer Community with nearly 7,000 active members. T2’s open technology and best practices are used to process over 2 billion US dollars annually, and the company’s PARCS, Permits, Enforcement, Pay Stations, and Professional Services capabilities are renowned for innovation and reliability.

T2 solutions help universities, municipalities, operators, healthcare campuses, and transportation hubs generate revenue and operate efficiently with integrated solutions featuring touchless and contactless options. From curbside management to LPR, from mobile payments to transportation demand management, T2 strives to make every trip a smooth journey by streamlining the parking, mobility, and transportation experience with technology solutions that help organizations manage resources, achieve goals, and empower consumers with choices.

T2 also offers industry-leading service. Not only does T2 provide the absolute best customer service it possibly can around the clock, but each T2 customer becomes part of the largest and most collaborative user community in the industry. Open discussion and constant engagement through a variety of different channels—both online and in-person—gives the T2 community the opportunity to build a better future in parking together.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*
Scheidt & Bachmann
BOOTH 329
1001 Pawtucket Boulevard
Lowell, MA 01854
781.262.1664
miranda.hector@scheidt-bachmann-usa.com
scheidt-bachmann.com

Scheidt & Bachmann is a parking technology leader in designing, developing and implementing leading-edge solutions in the Parking Access and Revenue Control industry. Our systems and API based integrations range from gated to gateless solutions for all market segments and focus on a seamless parker experience with full operations control.

Transponder and Reader Engineered Systems
BOOTH 615
9651 Chalma Avenue
Baton Rouge, LA 70814
888.574.8737
sales@tresrfssolutions.com
tresrfssolutions.com

Transponder and Reader Engineered Systems is an AVI/RFID development company specializing in Passive 900MHz and Active 433MHz products. Designed for the Parking Industry, TRES is cost effective, high quality with custom tags and short lead times. Ask about our innovative “tres2prox” and “tres2smart” multi-technology credentials for building/gate access control.

GAM Payments
BOOTH 326
PO Box 1459
Mountainside, NJ 07092
646.779.6799
matt@GAMPayments.com
GAMPayments.com

GAM Payments is a technology focused payments company with a background in the parking, automotive and eCommerce industries. We are a full-service payments provider with an inhouse gateway, boarding, reporting, transaction routing, surcharging and growing feature set which allows our partners and merchants to offer cutting edge payment solutions.

Toledo Ticket Technologies
BOOTH 300
3963 Catawba Street, PO Box 6876
Toledo, OH 43612
419.476.5424 / 800.533.6620
tcarter@toledoticket.com
toledoticket.com

Toledo Ticket Technologies is the first Hybrid Ticketing Solutions Provider in the Parking Industry; producing both PRINTED PRODUCTS; including machine and hand-issued tickets, tags, decals and much more on virtually all substrates, including utilizing embedded technologies like “HID/RFID/ NFC and CLOUD-BASED ELECTRONIC TICKETING PLATFORMS for use in Revenue-Controlled, Secure-Access parking/payment applications.

*TAPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*
Toledo Ticket Technologies

BOOTH 300

3963 Catawba Street, PO Box 6876
Toledo, OH 43612
419.476.5424 / 800.533.6620
tcarter@toledoticket.com
toledoticket.com

Toledo Ticket Technologies is the first Hybrid Ticketing Solutions Provider in the Parking Industry; producing both PRINTED PRODUCTS; including machine and hand-issued tickets, tags, decals and much more on virtually all substrates, including utilizing embedded technologies like HID/RFID/ NFC and CLOUD-BASED ELECTRONIC TICKETING PLATFORMS for use in Revenue-Controlled, Secure- Access parking/payment applications.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

Parking Today Media

BOOTH 609

5777 W. Century Boulevard, Suite 650
Los Angeles, CA 90045
310.390.5277
Marcy@parkingtoday.com
parkingtoday.com

Parking Today Media provides the widest circulation and coverage of any media in the parking industry worldwide. With up to 18,000 mailed each month, the magazine reaches a broad spectrum of owners, operators, municipalities, universities, airports, shopping centers and venues with parking as one of their missions. Our digital presence includes the Parking Today website, over 25,000 email addresses of those in the parking industry, our aggregator website, Parknews.biz, our online People and Products in parking (ePIP) directory, and the online edition of Parking Today.

Parknews.biz is an online aggregator of parking news from around the world. Up to 20 new links are posted daily and it receives more than 10,000 views monthly. Parkingtoday.com is the magazine’s interactive web site with archives, articles, and videos updated daily. You can reach all PTs media through parkingtoday.com. Parknews.biz, parkingtoday.com, and our weekly newsletters have a combined reach of over 30,000 people monthly.

The Parking Industry Expo (PIE) is the first parking trade show mounted annually in the US. It takes place in 2021 in Dallas, 2022 in Reno, and 2023 back in Chicago. PIE will host more than 1,500 parking industry professionals, is home to more than 150 vendors and will provide numerous seminars and training programs. For detailed schedule and information, log on to pieshow.parkingtoday.com.

This year, Parking Today magazine celebrates its 25th Anniversary. Complete information as to how to subscribe and how to log on to all PT’s media can be found at www.parkingtoday.com.

NPA SKILLS CERTIFICATES

Human Resources Certificate

Finding and keeping the right people is critical for your success. Make sure you are armed with the strategies you need to make the right moves.

Parking Safety Certificate

Safety is paramount to any successful parking operation. Learn innovative approaches to foster safety, manage risk, and motivate and train your staff.

WeAreParking.org/SkillsCertificates
Orbility offers its ticket-based Codex 6th generation product line and Ingenium, its latest LPR-based gateless/ticketless solution. The Multipark management system delivers everything you are looking for in a modern PARCS system: barcode based, on-premises or cloud options, extensive functionality and robust APIs connecting to a large ecosystem of 3rd party partners. Orbility, delivering high-value Parking and Revenue Control Systems for over 50 years in the U.S.

IP Parking offers a full line of RFID card readers and automatic vehicle identification products. Our AVID reader operates in the UHF band and uses frequency hopping technology. An external control box allows for range adjustments from eight feet up to 25 feet.

Orbility
BOOTH 527
1650 Summit Lake Drive, Suite 104
Tallahassee, FL 32317
972.342.1461
info@orbility.com
orbility.com

IP Parking
BOOTH 524
228 East 45th Street, Suite 9E
New York City, NY 10280
646.517.5433
pieter@ipparking.com
ipparking.com

IP Parking’s team of established parking professionals has been providing innovative PARCS solutions to a global market since 2005. Our sleek hardware, web-based software, and smart applications provide future-proof and customizable parking solutions to ensure both flexibility and efficiency in this digital world.
**Toledo Ticket Technologies**

**BOOTH 300**

3963 Catawba Street, PO Box 6876
Toledo, OH 43612
419.476.5424 / 800.533.6620
tcarter@toledoticket.com
toledoticket.com

Toledo Ticket Technologies is the first Hybrid Ticketing Solutions Provider in the Parking Industry; producing both PRINTED PRODUCTS; including machine and hand-issued tickets, tags, decals and much more on virtually all substrates, including utilizing embedded technologies like HID/RFID/NFC and CLOUD-BASED ELECTRONIC TICKETING PLATFORMS for use in Revenue-Controlled, Secure-Access parking/payment applications.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

---

**TransCore**

**BOOTH 425**

8600 Jefferson Street NE
Albuquerque, NM 87113
972.533.3461
susan.mcdermott@transcore.com
TransCore.com/RFID

TransCore’s RFID-based access control systems help parking administrators improve revenue control, increase security, reduce gate delays, and enhance customer experience with hands-free, automatic approved patron access that minimizes peak hour congestion and unnecessary vehicle idling. TransCore, a market leader in Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI), is based in the U.S.

---

**Signal-Tech**

**BOOTH 530**

4985 Pittsburgh Avenue
Erie, PA 16509
814.835.3000
sales@signal-tech.com
signal-tech.com

Signal-Tech is a U.S. manufacturer of LED signs and signals. We offer a complete line of LED directional parking signs, space available tower signs and the RedStorm™ Parking Guidance System with reporting software.

Our LED signs are architecturally appealing, energy-efficient, simple to install and carry an industry best warranty.

We have a wide selection of in stock signs for immediate shipment and have the expertise to customize a sign to your specifications. Our LED signs can be controlled by a wall switch, dry contact relay, or Signal-Tech’s Sign Control Software.

Through the integration of our Smart, software controlled, LED signs and RedStorm PGS, we offer a system that has the ability to count cars and report/share data while directing the flow of traffic in and around the parking facility.

LED Smart Signs are designed to change messages based on real-time parking occupancy conditions or by a preset schedule.

Our parking guidance system is ideal for a single garage or a campus setting, will adapt to new and existing garages and surface lots, and interfaces with third-party loop detection and gates.

**LED Sign Solutions for:**
- Wayfinding
- Exits & Entrances
- Cashier & Pay Stations
- End-of-Aisle Counters
- Low Clearance Areas
- Customized Messages

**Full Line of Parking Products:**
- LED Signs
- Branded Signage
- Remote Sign Control
- Overhead Clearance Bars
- Custom Space Available Tower Signs
- Parking Guidance System with Reporting Software

---
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Toledo Ticket Technologies
BOOTH 300
3963 Catawba Street, PO Box 6876
Toledo, OH 43612
419.476.5424 / 800.533.6620
tcarter@toledoticket.com
toledoticket.com

Toledo Ticket Technologies is the first Hybrid Ticketing Solutions Provider in the Parking Industry; producing both PRINTED PRODUCTS; including machine and hand-issued tickets, tags, decals and much more on virtually all substrates, including utilizing embedded technologies like HID/RFID/ NFC and CLOUD-BASED ELECTRONIC TICKETING PLATFORMS for use in Revenue-Controlled, Secure-Access parking/payment applications.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

Verizon
BOOTH 534/536
397 W. Trimble Road
San Jose, CA 95131
800.922.0204
verizon.com/business/solutions/public-sector

Verizon serves as a trusted partner to the public sector, from rural communities to the largest State and Federal agencies. We enable better government through our best-in-class networks, innovative solutions, exceptional customer experience, and decades of success helping get mission-critical projects done right.

Parker Technology
BOOTH 324
212 W 10th Street, Suite B-120
Indianapolis, IN 46202
800.923.2704
getstarted@helpmeparker.com
helpmeparker.com

What We Do
For parking operators who have limited resources to manage intercom and inbound customer service calls, Parker Technology combines parking domain expertise, a flexible software platform and our professional customer service center, or your staff, to ensure customer problems are resolved efficiently, according to facility business rules.

We help our clients create a better customer experience, while collecting more revenue, keeping traffic moving, freeing up internal staff to focus on higher-priority on-site tasks, and collecting data insights to run operations more efficiently.

How We Do It
Our solution puts a virtual ambassador in every lane. When parking guests call for help, a highly-trained CSR answers within 11 seconds on average and resolves the issue in under a minute.

Our customer service representatives help guests pay and get on their way, according to your standard operating procedures. All this is done with measurable excellence, due to our quality assurance program.

Why We Do It
Automation has overtaken the parking industry. A second big change is here, and it’s all about the human touch, and the customer experience. Now, customers expect experiences that are on-par with brands like Chick-Fil-A, Hilton Hotels, and Disney.

Parking guests want to enter and exit garages without interacting with staff. But, when they need help, they want it instantly. Customer service is expected to be “everywhere and nowhere” all at once. Live help must complete the transaction to capture revenue, get the guest on their way quickly, and deliver a great experience so that the guest wants to come back. That’s where we come in.

Learn more at www.helpmeparker.com
Southland Printing Company has been part of the parking industry since 1960 and ships to all 50 states and over 49 countries. Printing tickets for over 50 different manufacturers both domestic and foreign assures you that Southland can provide the ticket you need. Only the highest quality raw materials are used, and each component undergoes rigorous testing in our R&D Lab before we release products to the market. Our shipping time is one of the best in the industry with a turnaround time of typically 20 business days after receipt of order or proof approval.

Southland Printing is a Premier Producer of print products such as Magnetic Stripe, Bar Code, QR Code, Machine Dispensed, Hand-Issued, Roll, Retail and Event Tickets for all brands and models of machine and hand issued tickets, many RFID enabled.

Whether it’s for revenue control, access or security—our excellent customer service, quick turnaround and quality products are guaranteed so you can be on your way. Southland offers over 150 STOCKED items ready for 24-hour shipment and worry-free ordering via Phone, Fax, Email or our Web Site.

Many people ask about the rose in Southland’s logo. The rose has been stylized, if you look closely you see the letters SP for Southland Printing. By looking closer you may see a roll of paper unwinding symbolizing the many rolls of paper that are used to produce the millions of tickets ran each day. A red rose has been the company’s symbol since its founding. Red is a color that has always been associated with energy, strength and power and was the perfect symbol for Southland, signifying determination as well as passion.

Although Southland has made some changes, they still hold their Core Values of Relationships, Integrity, Quality, Versatility and Communication in high regard! These will never change.
Toledo Ticket Technologies is your leader in hybrid ticketing solutions to the parking industry that are efficient, flexible and keep businesses running smoothly.

Our Oobeo platform offers a full suite of app free contactless cloud-based parking software options which include valet, pay-by-space, permits, and events.

The company is known for quality manufacturing of tickets of every description, including bar-coded tickets, magnetic-striped tickets, machine and hand-issued, multi-part valet, pay and display, pay-by-space, and spitter tickets for thermal/nonthermal revenue control.

Toledo Ticket Technologies also specializes in RFID tags and credentials for colleges and universities, municipal, healthcare, government, institutional and private parking operations to improve security, convenience, meet green mandates, all in a cost-effective manner.

Toledo Ticket Technologies is certified by most parking equipment manufacturers and provides products in all 50 states and more than 30 countries.

The company was the first in the United States to manufacture bar-coded parking tickets, and now produces more than 1 billion tickets annually.

Started in 1910 by Grant F. Northrup, Toledo Ticket has enjoyed five generations of leadership since its founding. With nearly 50 employees, and multiple manufacturing plants and sales offices around the world, Toledo Ticket serves nearly 10,000 customers worldwide.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*
Toledo Ticket Technologies

**BOOTH 300**

3963 Catawba Street, PO Box 6876
Toledo, OH 43612
419.476.5424 / 800.533.6620
tcarter@toledoticket.com
toledoticket.com

Toledo Ticket Technologies is the first Hybrid Ticketing Solutions Provider in the Parking Industry; producing both PRINTED PRODUCTS; including machine and hand-issued tickets, tags, decals and much more on virtually all substrates, including utilizing embedded technologies like HID/RFID/ NFC and CLOUD-BASED ELECTRONIC TICKETING PLATFORMS for use in Revenue-Controlled, Secure-Access parking/payment applications.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

---

Key Valet

**BOOTH 638**

690 Cassville Road
Jackson, NJ 08527
732.986.2407
info@keyvaletinc.com
keyvaletinc.com

Key Valet provides a unique solution via key lock, fob cylinder, and customizable key box to immobilize the ignition key and prevent the transponder from communicating to simplify and secure the valet experience. For information call 732-986-2407 See you in Las Vegas Booth #638. All products made in USA.

---

Become a Certified Parking Professional

The parking industry’s first certification program

**BECOME A CPP**

- Improve your core competency
- Understand your clients’ needs
- Gain instant credibility
- Demonstrate your commitment to the parking industry

**Fee:**
- $400/NPA members
- $700/Non-members
  includes CPP Study Guide

**Act now:**
- Info@WeAreParking.org
- WeAreParking.org/CPP
The Valet Spot
BOOTH 637
3990 Old Town Avenue, Suite C207
San Diego, CA 92110
619.417.2840
alyie@thevaletspot.com
thevaletspot.com

The Valet Spot is an industry-leading designer and seller of innovative and high-quality valet parking equipment. Some of the biggest names in parking services rely on our design expertise to keep keys and technology secure and organized.

We Specialize in stock and custom solutions that meet the rugged standards of the valet parking industry.

From our Compact Podium that can fit into a sedan to our two-attendant Custom Professional Kiosk with laminated panels to our flagship podiums that set the Standard, we’ve got a podium with the right combination of storage, style, and key security for you.

INDUSTRY-LEADING EXCELLENCE

ADVANCED KEY SECURITY
- Fortified hinges
- Recessed and extended pry bar defense plates
- Locking security bar

HEAVY-DUTY FRAME
- Anti-theft Weight
- Commanding wide footprint
- Rugged tubular design

SETTING THE STANDARD
- All 18 gauge stainless steel construction
- Holds 50-200 keys
- 4 available lock styles
- Optional sneeze guard
- Umbrella holder
- 4 Locking Casters
- Tip slot
- Optional Customer Transaction Counter

HEAVY DUTY DELUXE PODIUM
STAINLESS STEEL STANDARD PODIUM

Available tech-enhanced smart lock offers versatile PIN, key, fingerprint, and app access.

Learn more https://thevaletspot.com/
Penske
BOOTH 604
2675 Morgantown Road
Reading, PA 19607
610.775.6001
don.metcalf@penske.com
GoPenske.com

A leading global transportation services provider, Penske operates more than 330,000 vehicles and serves customers from more than 3,700 locations in North America and worldwide. Product lines include full-service truck leasing, contract maintenance, commercial and consumer truck rentals, used truck sales, transportation and warehousing management and supply chain management solutions.

WOMEN IN PARKING
1112 16th Street, Suite 840
Washington, DC 20036
202.296.4336
Membership@WeAreParking.org
WeAreParking.org/WomenInParking

NPA’s WOMEN IN PARKING is the premier organization promoting the advancement and achievement of professional women with networking, leadership, and career outreach opportunities.

WOMEN IN PARKING members represent women in commercial parking, public parking, consultants, industry suppliers and the professional staffs of parking organizations across their organization. When you get involved, you connect with the fastest moving tech leaders, passionate workforce development leaders, transportation/mobility pros, consultants and parking professionals, parking leaders and executives who are making a difference.

$210 for Annual, Individual WIP Membership

Exclusive WIP Access & Networking
• Quarterly WIP Webinars
• Mentoring Program
• WIP LinkedIn Group
• WIP Events

• Annual WIP Conference
• Impact Award Recognition
• WIP Discounts: Convention, Publications, Online Learning and NPA Certification

Get involved, make connections in the industry. Great opportunities to network start with membership!

Join today and gain immediate access!
To get started, email Membership@WeAreParking.org.

Content added monthly featuring live chats, coaching sessions, resources and more.
WeAreParking.org/CoffeeHouse

Sponsored by IntegraPark and The Beaman Group

Penske
Rental
Leasing
Logistics

NPA’s
COFFEE HOUSE
Leadership Tools for Parking Pros
STOP BY AND FUEL YOUR SUCCESS

Content added monthly featuring live chats, coaching sessions, resources and more.

WeAreParking.org/CoffeeHouse

Sponsored by IntegraPark and The Beaman Group

WOMEN IN PARKING

VEHICLE LEASING/MAINTENANCE | WOMEN’S ORGANIZATION

Showcase Directory | VEHICLE LEASING/MAINTENANCE | WOMEN’S ORGANIZATION
ABM Parking Services
1150 S Olive Street, Suite 1900
Los Angeles, CA 90015
866.624.1520
stan.bochniak@abm.com
abm.com/parking

ABM Parking Services supports a wide range of off-street and on-street parking facilities across more than 2,000 client locations, including some of the largest and most prestigious buildings in the United States. Clients rely on ABM for best practices in operations and maintenance to elevate their overall guest experience while operating at peak safety, efficiency and profitability.

As an industry leader, ABM has teams identifying and prototyping new technologies and systems to optimize parking operations and revenue. Our dedicated team of experts delivers reliable, professional service with a focus on compliance and best practices.

As the pandemic enters its next phases, more people will be returning to their workplaces and garages will be filling up again. ABM’s parking expertise delivers specialized expertise, scale and readiness plans to reopen your facility in a way that helps establish and maintain safe, well-managed spaces for your occupants. From facility parking management to shuttle service and valet, ABM constantly calibrates to the needs and size of your facility to deliver consistent, high-value results.

ABM teams are ready to help you accelerate and optimize your business with comprehensive solutions to elevate customer experience, operations and revenue. Learn more about ABM Parking Services at ABM.com/Parking. Or contact our team of experts at 866.624.1520.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

Advanced Parking Concepts, LLC
309 Bloomfield Avenue
Verona, NJ 07044
973.857.2008
mibrahim@advancedparkingconcepts.com
advancedparkingconcepts.com

“Impressions Perfected”*
Advanced Parking Concepts (APC) is the New York area leader providing parking and related hospitality services throughout the metro region. APC established, and has been in the forefront, of executing best practices for COVID-19 safety/hygiene protocols.

By virtue of our extensive experience and training, our dedicated team represents a best-in-class approach to every relationship and client which we define as “The APC Way.”

This unique combination of extraordinary service, state of the art technology, professional management and a unique understanding of logistics elevates our industry to an art.

Our suite of integrated services includes Valet Parking, Parking Management, Consulting, Concierge, Shuttle, Greeter, Directed Assisted Parking, and Event Service.

We stand as true partners with premier real estate, health care organizations, hotel, university, corporate, luxury brands and event organizers to elevate every experience.

Whether your service needs are as an amenity or necessity, APC will meet & exceed your expectations!
LAZ Parking
One Financial Plaza, 14th Floor
Hartford, CT 06103
860.522.7641
laz@lazparking.com
lazparking.com

LAZ Parking is a parking management, transportation and mobility company founded in 1981 by three childhood friends. Over four decades later, the combination of lifelong friendship, a people-focused philosophy, and a mission to “create opportunities for employees and value for our clients” has transformed LAZ from a single valet location to one of the nation’s largest parking companies.

In 1981, our first year of operating the Hilton Hotel in Hartford, we improved the net operating income by 50%. More than three decades later, the results are still the same—increased profitability and better service. Each of our many regional offices are headed by officers of the company. This allows LAZ to offer its clients the resources of a large company with the attention and responsiveness more typical of a local company.

At LAZ, we understand the future of parking isn’t just about stopping and parking. It’s about mobility and technology. For us, the global shift from parking to mobility isn’t a problem—it’s an enormous opportunity. Our Technology team works hard to ensure that LAZ will continue to be the leader in parking technology for many years into the future.

Today, LAZ operates over one million spaces at over 3,125 locations in 441 cities across the United States in the following markets: hospitality and valet, office buildings, medical and hospital, airport and transportation, campus, government and municipal, retail and mixed-use, event parking, residential buildings and shuttle services.

If you’d like to learn more about LAZ Parking, please visit www.lazparking.com.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*

Motor Parks, LLC
14724 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 700
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
213.687.7275
jmiller@motorparks.com
motorparks.com

Motor Parks, has been a leader in the parking industry since its creation in 1920. Motor Parks has extensive experience in operations management and leasing along with planning, development and construction of parking facilities throughout the United States.

Motor Parks was established to provide the best and brightest talent at the most competitive prices.

We take our services to a higher level by protecting and advocating our client’s interests as our own.

Please visit our website at www.motorparks.com and contact our Executive Vice President, Jeff Miller at jmiller@motorparks.com.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*
FULL-SERVICE PARKING MANAGEMENT

When you think PARKING, think PLATINUM.

Founded in 2000, we are headquartered in downtown Dallas, Texas.

We offer clients the depth and resources of a large company but with the attention and responsiveness of a small entrepreneur. This hands-on style of operating means that we are looking out for our client’s best interest and bring solutions to the attention of our clients before they become problems.

Platinum Parking has over 60,000 parking spaces under contract in a portfolio. Our services include Class A office buildings, mixed use projects, residential properties, stand-alone garages, surface lots, valet, event parking, and consulting services.

Our team is what sets us apart from other parking operators. Our management team has more than 150 years of combined parking experience.

Platinum Parking has a reputation for offering superior service to our customers and clients and is well known for employing leading edge technology in parking solutions.

SP+

SP+ facilitates the efficient movement of people, vehicles and personal belongings with the goal of enhancing the consumer experience while improving bottom line results for our clients. The Company provides professional parking management, ground transportation, remote baggage check-in and handling, facility maintenance, security, event logistics, and other technology-driven mobility solutions to aviation, commercial, hospitality, healthcare and government clients across North America.

Our commitment to Innovation in Operation® has made us an industry leader in delivering advanced capabilities to support our clients’ expanding performance and financial needs. Not only can we provide exceptional market-based expertise in each of our service lines, we utilize the latest in advanced technologies and marketing strategies, and have taken new innovative approaches supporting revenue management to maximize the performance of our clients’ businesses.

*NPA INDUSTRY PARTNER*
UNLOCK A NEW WORLD OF REVENUE GENERATION.

REEF ARCS is the only access and revenue control system that supports real-time yield optimization for multi-functional parking real estate.

Learn more: reeftechnology.com/arcs

Real-time performance dashboard
Local & cloud connectivity
Supports parking & alternate-use income streams
Become a Certified Parking Professional

The parking industry’s premier certification program

- Improve your core competencies
- Effectively manage operations
- Gain industry credibility
- Demonstrate your commitment to the parking industry

Fee:
$400/NPA members
$700/non-members
includes CPP Study Guide

Renewal:
$300/NPA members
$400/non-members

Act now:
Info@WeAreParking.org
WeAreParking.org/CPP
BUY MORE & SAVE BIG!

TRYING TO SOLVE FOR BUSINESS SUCCESS?

Jumpstart Your Competitive Edge With Trusted NPA Resources!

SMART SOLUTIONS SERIES
Features PDFs On The Go For Your Whole Team To Learn & Share

CHOOSE A 3-PACK
Select any three titles from the Smart Solutions Series.

15% OFF
SPECIAL SAVINGS!
$65 // Members · $90 // Nonmembers
PROMO CODE: SOLUTIONS15

GET THE WHOLE BUNDLE

25% OFF
SPECIAL SAVINGS!
$280 // Members · $400 // Nonmembers
PROMO CODE: SOLUTIONS25

- Airports
- AVs
- Cities & Municipalities
- Enforcement
- Healthcare
- LPR
- Marketing
- Parking Automation
- Partnerships
- Real Estate
- Safety
- Sustainability
- Universities
- Valet
- Workforce

Available for Immediate Download Today!
WeAreParking.org/NPA-Bookstore
PCC Directory

John Purinton, P.E., S.E. (Chair)
Principal
Watry Design, Inc.
2099 Gateway Place, Suite 550
San Jose, CA 95110
Tel: 408.392.7900 | 650.465.9119
watrydesign.com


Adam P. Cochran, P.E. (Vice Chair)
Vice President
Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc.
421 Fayetteville St., Suite 600
Raleigh, NC 27601-1772
Tel: 919.678.4072
Kimley-Horn.com/parking


Carl Schneeman, P.E. (Secretary)
Director
Walker Consultants
1660 S Highway 100, Suite 545
Minneapolis, MN 55416
Tel: 952.595.9116
walkerconsultants.com


Jerry S. Marcus
(Immediate Past Chair)
President
The Parking Advisory Group, LLC
103 W Laurelhurst
The Woodlands, TX 77382
Tel: 281.740.0725
theparkingadvisorygroup.com


Ben Bromiel, P.E.
Professional Engineer
Martin/Martin, Inc.
12499 W. Colfax Ave.
Lakewood, CO 80215
Tel: 303.431.6100 x523
martinmartin.com

Services: Engineering Services, Expert Witness/Research Services, Restoration Engineering

Randall Carwile, P.E.
Principal
Walker Consultants
One Glenlake Parkway, Suite 650
Atlanta, GA 30328
Tel: 678.534.3860
walkerconsultants.com


Rick Choate, NCARB, DBIA
Principal
Choate Parking Consultants, Inc.
16969 Von Karman Ave., Suite 230
Irvine, CA 92606
Tel: 949.474.0880
choateparking.com


Jeffrey Elsey, P.E., LEED, AP
Project Manager
Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc.
817 Peachtree St., NW, Suite 230
Atlanta, GA 30308
Tel: 404.419.8709
kimley-horn.com

Services: Planning/Development/Parking Studies
Jacob H. Gonzalez, P.E.
Vice President
WGI, Inc.
2500 Summer St., Suite 2100
Houston, TX 77007
Tel: 832.370.9571
wginc.com


Jeffrey Goodermote
Regional Director, Parking Structures
Swinerton Builders
200 N Main St.
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Tel: 949.622.7000 x7001
swinerton.com

Services: Planning/Studies, Economic Feasibility, Architectural Services, Engineering Services

Jason Gross, P.E., S.E.
Structural Engineer and Project Manager
GRAEF
275 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 300
Milwaukee, WI 53203
Tel: 414.259.1500
graef-usa.com


Timothy H. Haahs, P.E., AIA
President
THA Consulting, Inc.
550 Township Line Road, Suite 100
Blue Bell, PA 19422
Tel: 484.342.0200
timhaahs.com


John Hammerschlag
President
Hammerschlag & Company, Inc.
350 W. Hubbard St., Suite 450
Chicago IL 60654
Tel: 312.494.0371
hammerschlagparking.com


Scott B. Herman, AIA
Principal
HNA/Pacific
5901 W. Century Blvd., Suite 750
Los Angeles, CA 90045
Tel: 310.779.2725
hnapacific.com


Bill M. Judd, P.E.
Principal
THP Limited, Inc.
100 E 8th St.
Cincinnati, OH 45202
Tel: 513.241.3222
thpltd.com


Taylor Kim, AIA, LEED AP
Senior Project Manager
Watry Design, Inc.
2099 Gateway Place, Suite 550
San Jose, CA 95110
Tel: 408.392.7900
watrydesign.com

David N. LoCoco  
Principal, Director of Parking Design  
Watry Design, Inc.  
2099 Gateway Place, Suite 550  
San Jose, CA 95110  
Tel: 408.392.7900  
watrydesign.com  
**Services:** Architectural Services, Economic Feasibility, Engineering Services, Functional Design/Graphics Programming, Planning/Development/Parking Studies

Brian Lozano, PMP  
Principal/Director of Parking Services  
Walter P Moore & Associates, Inc.  
1301 McKinney St., Suite 1100  
Houston, TX 77010  
Tel: 713.630.7401  
walterpmoore.com  

Cristina Lynn  
Managing Partner  
ptc.  
Suite 502, 1 James Place  
North Sydney, NSW 2060 Australia  
Tel: +61 2 8920 0800  
ptcconsultants.co  

James Maglothin, P.E., PMP  
President  
20/20 Parking Consultants, LLC  
23227 Prairie Pebble Court  
Katy, TX 77494  
Tel: 832.867.4690  
20-20parking.com  

David R. Marshall, P.E.  
Principal  
THP Limited, Inc.  
100 E 8th St.  
Cincinnati, OH 45202  
Tel: 513.241.3222  
thpltd.com  

Robert McConnell, P.E., LEED GA  
Vice President  
WGI, Inc.  
14045 Ballantyne Commons Parkway, Suite 380  
Charlotte, NC 28277  
Tel: 980.242.4370  
wginc.com  

Darian Medeiros  
Simon Design Engineering, LLC  
42 Washington St.  
Wellesley, MA 02481  
Tel: 781.237.2226  
sde-us.com  

Armen Megerdoomian  
Principal  
Walter P Moore & Associates, Inc.  
707 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 2100  
Los Angeles, CA 90017  
Tel: 310.254.1944  
walterpmoore.com  
**Services:** Access/Revenue Control, Architectural Services, Engineering Services, Functional Design and Graphics Programming, Planning/Development/Parking Studies, Restoration Engineering
David A. Moore  
Senior Associate  
Walter P Moore & Associates, Inc.  
1201 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 1600  
Atlanta, GA 30361  
Tel: 404.898.9643  
walterpmoore.com  

Donal O’Hagan, MBA  
Consultant  
Parking Business Services  
7 Hilltown Lawn, River Valley Swords, Dublin K67 X9P6 Ireland  
Tel: 011.35.386.850.9930  

Stephen Rebora, R.A.  
President  
DESMAN  
20 N Clark, #400  
Chicago, IL 60602  
Tel: 312.263.8400  
DESMAN.com  

Lia Reyes  
President & Senior Principal Consultant  
LVR International  
1601 N. Sepulveda Blvd. #789  
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266  
Tel: 213.819.9009  
lvrintl.com  

Jeremy Rocha, P.E.  
Senior Project Manager  
WGI, Inc.  
2500 Summer St., Suite 2100  
Houston, TX 77007  
Tel: 832.370.9571  
www.wginc.com  

Steven Roloff, P.E., LEED AP  
Structural Group Leader  
R.A. Smith National  
16745 W Bluemound Road  
Brookfield, WI 53005-8466  
Tel: 262.317.3334  
rasmithnational.com  

Fernando Sanchez,  
LEED AP, DBIA  
Director of Design Services  
Choate Parking Consultants, Inc.  
3100 Oak Road, Suite 390  
Walnut Creek, CA 94597  
Tel: 915.951.6114  
choateparking.com  
Services: Access/Revenue Control, Planning and Studies, Engineering Services, Operations, Safety/Security

Mary Smith, P.E., PCC Fellow  
Senior Vice President  
Walker Consultants  
6602 E 75th St Suite 210  
Indianapolis, IN 46077  
Tel: 317.842.6890  
walkerconsultants.com  
Chad Snyder  
Senior Parking Consultant  
Walter P Moore & Associates, Inc.  
1300 McKinney St., Suite 1100  
Houston, TX 77010  
Tel: 713.394.5650  
walterpmoore.com  

Robert Stanley, P.E., NSPE, LEED AP  
Vice President  
Walker Consultants  
10375 Park Meadows Drive, Suite 425  
Lone Tree, CO 80124  
Tel: 303.694.6622  
walkerconsultants.com  

Timothy Tracy  
Executive Vice President  
DESMAN  
3 West 35th St., 3rd Floor  
New York, NY 10001  
Tel: 212.686.5360  
DESMAN.com  

Michael Vettes, AIA, RA, NCARB  
Senior Project Manager  
Choate Parking Consultants, Inc.  
16969 Von Karman Ave., Suite 230  
Irvine, CA 92606  
Tel: 949.474.0880 ext 310  
choateparking.com  
**Services:** Architectural Services, Restoration Engineering, Functional Design/Graphics Programming, Safety/Security, Access/Revenue Control  

David L. Vogel  
Design Partner  
Parking Design Group  
5150 E Pacific Coast Highway, Suite 200  
Long Beach, CA 90804  
Tel: 562.983.7105  
parkingdesigngroup.com  

Casey Wagner  
EVP, Managing Director-Houston  
Walker Consultants  
2525 Bay Area Blvd., Suite 400  
Houston, TX 77058  
Tel: 832.726.1462  
walkerconsultants.com  
PCC AFFILIATE MEMBERS

Scott Gable  
Chief Executive Officer  
CityLift Parking  
2335 Broadway, Suite 100  
Oakland, CA 94612  
Tel: 510.817.2736  
cityliftparking.com  
**Services:** Functional Design/Graphics Programming, Planning/Development/Parking Studies as they relate to Automated and Mechanical Parking

Derek Kiley  
VP, Strategic Planning & Business Development  
Scheidt & Bachmann, USA  
1001 Pawtucket Blvd.  
Lowell, MA 01854  
Tel: 905.270.0045  
scheidt-bachmann-usa.com  
**Services:** Access/Revenue Control, Operations

Steven Kuhn, AIA, NCARB Affiliate  
Principal  
TRC Parkitects, LLC  
17848 Sky Park Circle, Suite D  
Irvine, CA 92614  
Tel: 949.263.9070  
trcparkitects.com

John Oglesby  
CEO  
Parking Whisperer  
3113 SW 140 St.  
Oklahoma City, OK 73170  
Tel: 303.884.3710  
ParkingWhisperer.com  
**Services:** Access/Revenue Control, Economic Feasibility, Expert Witness/Research Services, Operations

Tom Sivak  
Principal  
The Parking Advisory Group, LLC  
4 Clover Lane  
Natick, MA 01760  
Tel: 617.308.7932  
theParkingAdvisoryGroup.com  

Scott Weiland, P.E.  
President  
Innovative Engineering, Inc.  
3380 Trickum Road, Bldg. 500, Suite 100  
Woodstock, GA 30188  
Tel: 678.883.5868  
ieiusa.com  
**Services:** Engineering Services, Restoration Engineering, Safety/Security

THE PARKING CONSULTANTS COUNCIL is a prestigious, peer-reviewed group of parking consultants with substantial experience in the industry. The Council includes architects, engineers and parking management consultants. The PCC fosters information sharing on standards, regulations and trends that impact parking construction, management and operations. The Council also develops best practices and technical educational manuals on parking industry topics, and its members are experts on leading industry issues.

Learn more at WeAreParking.org/PCC.
NPA’s COFFEE HOUSE

Leadership Tools for Parking Pros
STOP BY AND FUEL YOUR SUCCESS

Content added monthly—an exclusive NPA member benefit featuring live chats, coaching sessions, resources and more.

WeAreParking.org/CoffeeHouse

Sponsored by IntegraPark and The Beaman Group
YOUR LEADER IN HYBRID TICKETING SOLUTIONS.
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